INTRODUCTION
Software quality assurance is in dire need of substantial progress because Software programs continue to evolve throughout their Lifetime. Maintaining such evolving programs is one of the most expensive activities in the process of software development.Software testing is resource-hungry, time-consuming, labor-intensive, and is the most widespread way of uncovering faults in software. Despite massive investments in quality assurance, serious code defects are routinely discovered after software has been released, and fixing them at so late a stage carries substantial cost.
In the last few years, unit testing, which targets small, selfcontained sections of code, has been widely adopted.
Unfortunately, classical unit testing has several shortcomings, as confirmed by a software developer with several years of experience in industry:
Functions that change the state of a complex component are difficult to test individually. Sometimes, it is impossible to tell if a certain internal state is correct [15, 16] .
Some tests require a complex context that is difficult to set up.
Other tests rely heavily on other modules that are still under development.
All today software unit testing concern only one programming language but today large projects can combine many programming languages under one framework like visual studio.net.
While most developers agree on the advantages of having a solid test suite with good code coverage, most also admit the difficulty of developing such a test suite [18] .
In this paper, presenting a unit testing tool, which is aware of the developer's edit in a program, and thus can guide him in writing those unit tests that effectively exercise all changed parts of a program and their effects on program behavior and give the user a lot of traditional and new facilities that will help him to test in an efficient way plus it can test a software written in any language under .NET Framework.
THE UNIT TESTING TOOL
This is a cost-effective and comprehensive tool used for automatic testing. This is a better alternative to conventional testing tools because it tests applications from a user's perspective, using standard programming techniques and common languages such as C# and VB.net. It does not require the tester to learn a scripting language, because it is written in pure .net code. Tester can use any one of the .NET languages. The tool is based on the JCrasher algorithm which works by building a graph of input generation methods and traversing this graph in order to create test-cases which is then executed in a runtime environment, which is a very good way to specify a set of random values to be provided for an individual parameter of a parameterized test method. It is a pure .net API, which is very different from other tools which sit on an API. Future plans for this tool involve creating an open and documented interface for the users to write their own plug-ins, which provides the maximum of object recognition for their own applications.
The tool has the following major features:  Categories to group tests for execution.
THE DESIGN OF THE TOOL
The Unit testing Tool consists of several components as shown in Figure [1 This assembly consists of the necessary definitions for implementing a unit test class. The attributes that are associated with a unit test class and its methods must are defined. Similarly, the assertions that the unit test methods can perform are defined. This assembly is the only assembly that needs to be referenced by a unit test assembly. 
THE TOOL'S TESTING TECHNIQUE
The unit testing tool runs upon certain events in the test cycle by decorating fixture classes and methods with the appropriate provided attributes as in figure [3] . The tool consists of setup code that prepares the test input, then executes some test code on the unit under test, and finally assesses the observed behavior. Action Attributes allow the user to create custom attributes to encapsulate specific actions for use before or after any test is run. The unit testing tool also may use the random attribute to specify a set of random values to be provided for an individual parameter of the parameterized test method [2, 4] . By using the JCrasher algorithm which works by building a graph of input generation methods and traversing this graph in order to create test-cases which is then executed in a runtime environment [3] . The unit testing tool creates test cases from all possible combinations of the datapoints provided on parameters. The recent success of parameterized unit testing is based on the ability to cover diverse behavior with a single case: The same test code executed with different inputs can show different behavior. Retrofitting of unit tests [9] is an approach where existing unit tests are converted to parameterized unit tests, by identifying inputs and converting them to parameters, and by generalizing assertions to oracles that hold independently of the input. An additional advantage of parameterized unit tests is that they are easier to understand: There is less test code, and this code is also independent of the concrete inputs. Test factoring describes a related technique where an existing test case is converted to improve aspects such as readability or execution speed. For example, unrelated objects can be replaced with mock objects [10] , and minimization [11, 12] reduces the length of automatically generated test cases. During the coding and testing process, programmer must make sure that his tests do not leave important parts of the code untested [5] . The unit testing tool helps write tests, but selecting a complete test set is up to the individual programmer [6] . The unit testing tool used the path coverage metric for test coverage by using the Mutation criteria to ensure generation of all paths needed from the unit testing and to aid the tester to identify possible oracles [1, 8] . The all-paths criterion, which requires at least one test-case per feasible path of the function under test, is recognized as offering a high level of software reliability.
THE MUTATION CRITERIA
The coverage criteria are used to guide test generation and to reduce the number of tests that are generated [7] . The mutation coverage is based on syntactic faults. For code-based unit level testing, small changes are introduced into the program (mutants) and tests are required to cause each mutant to result in incorrect output [14] . Choosing the mutation criteria among four famous different criteria because it's Effectiveness as it will help the tester find more faults .Effectiveness is approximated by the number of faults detected. The tool's algorithm combines the pre-and postconditions with the test case into a parameterized unit tests, containing all information in a single package. In detail: Test parameterization: By converting concrete method sequences into parameterized test cases, reducing the number of statements the developer has to analyze. Postconditions: By mutating the tested class then identifies the relevant aspects of the postconditions, and suggests oracles that are effective at finding defects. Preconditions: By mutating the test inputs then identify the relevant aspects of the preconditions, and filter out overly specific postconditions. Iterative refinement: By using a search-based approach to iteratively derive new test inputs that aim at removing further preconditions, thus simplifying the test case. Efficiency is approximated by the number of tests needed to satisfy the criteria. To generalize a method sequence to a parameterized method sequence, we assume one dedicated class as UUT. All method calls on this UUT are part of the test code, and objects created by calls to the UUT are also part of the test; all remaining calls are considered to be inputs. The length of the test case is the number of calls n. A call can be a call to a constructor, a method, or an assignment of a primitive value or object member to a test object. The mutation criteria algorithm used:
for all m ∈ M do
5:
v ← value(m) 6:
for all v r ∈ params(m) do 8:
end for 10:
if m is a call of C then
11:
S ← S ∪ {v} 
CONCLUSIONS
The Unit Testing Tool is software that can help developers to write more effective tests. Moreover, full change coverage is not just an achievable goal but also seems to reduce the likelihood of introducing faults to the program. This correlation and a change-centric test development approach are major targets of the current evaluation. The unit testing tool technique for -test‖ generation actually does not produce tests-it produces sequences of method calls. While it is good at covering code, their effectiveness relies on good run-time checks in the code or the run-time system. Finally, The Unit Testing Tool is a good example for the potential of change-aware tools. It demonstrates how even complex development activities can be supported by tools when they are aware of what a developer has done to the code.
